Zardaverine was purchased from SIGMA and crystallized by slow evaporation in methanol at room temperature. . In the higher resolution structure of PDE4D-zardaverine, the compound is found in three different conformations: A, B, and C, with occupancies of 47 %, 33 %, and 20 %, respectively. In all three conformers, the two rings are not co-planar. The torsion angles along C6-C1-C7-N2 are 39.6° for A, -146.6° for B, and -165.1° for C. The A and Β conformers are essentially equivalent except that the pyridazinone ring is flipped along the CI-C7 bond. This is possible because the pyridazinone ring is not anchored by Η bonds to the protein.
Source of material
Zardaverine was purchased from SIGMA and crystallized by slow evaporation in methanol at room temperature. Discussion 6-(4-difluoromethoxy-3-methoxyphenyl)-3(2f/)-pyridazinone (zardaverine) selectively inhibits phosphodiesterase (PDE) isozymes III and IV [1] , which regulate cyclic nucleotide levels in eukaryotic cells. The title compound, along with other dialkoxyphenol-containing compounds, have been examined as possible treatments for acute respiratory failure [1] [2] [3] . Zardaverine has also been used as a template compound to computationally generate a library of PDE4 inhibitors [4] . Two protein structures of zardaverine complexed with PDE4 type D have been reported. One structure was solved to a resolution of 2.9 A [5] and the other was solved to 1.54 A [6] . In the higher resolution structure of PDE4D-zardaverine, the compound is found in three different conformations: A, B, and C, with occupancies of 47 %, 33 %, and 20 %, respectively. In all three conformers, the two rings are not co-planar. The torsion angles along C6-C1-C7-N2 are 39.6° for A, -146.6° for B, and -165.1° for C. The A and Β conformers are essentially equivalent except that the pyridazinone ring is flipped along the CI-C7 bond. This is possible because the pyridazinone ring is not anchored by Η bonds to the protein.
In contrast, in the crystal structure reported here, the Nl-Hl-03(-jc,-y+l,-z+l) H-bond stabilizes the pyridazinone ring in a single conformation, and the crystal packing ensures that the two rings of the compound are essentially co-planar, with a C6-C1-C7-N2 torsion angle of 4.9(2)°. In the reported structure, dimers of zardaverine are observed. The HI atom (which is the only hydrogen in the structure capable of strong hydrogen bonding) forms a Η bond with 03(-*,-y+l,-z+l) of a symmetry-related molecule. This hydrogen bond is nearly ideal with an Hl-03 distance of 1.887ÄandanNl-Hl-03angleof 174.04°. The Ν1-Η1-Ό3 Η-bonds are responsible for dimer formation. The molecules are packed in nearly planar layers. The 03 atom is also involved in a short contact interaction with hydrogen atom H12(-x+l,-y+l,-z+l), where the 03-H12 distance is 2.23(1) A, and the 03-H12-C12(-jc+l,-y+l,-z+l) angle is 163(1)°. 
